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(parallel processing, scientific visualization, battlefield simulation)
COMPUTER SCIENCE LABORATORIES
Message From The Chairman
Welcome to the Computer Science research faculty of the Naval Postgraduate School. In the next few pages you will be given a brief
tour of our research interests and accomplishments spanning the following areas of emphasis:
1. Computer Security
2. Artificial Intelligence and Robotics
3. Computer Graphics and Visual Simulation
4. Computer Systems and Architecture
5. Database and Data Engineering
6. Parallel Computing
7. Software Engineering
I hope this catalog conveys the same feeling of excitement that we have when it comes to discussing our research projects. We
believe our work is unique among computer science departments because of the uniqueness of NPS. Our emphasis on applied
research, our excellent facilities and support, and the preparation of our people place us in an enviable position to be able to push
technology faster than most civilian research departments.
Our uniqueness has positioned us for rapid progress in areas that will be important for both military and commercial success of the
United States. With our focus on basic enabling technologies of software engineering, parallel processing, and computer systems
architecture we are able to push the envelope in applications of simulation, visualization, robotics, and data engineering. High
performance graphics-intensive, compute-intensive, mobile, distributed computing will be commonplace in the next century. Our
research programs will lead the way into this future.
I invite you to turn now, to the following pages to find out the details of various projects currently underway with our department.
Please do not hesitate to call on me to answer any other questions you might have pertaining to our program.
Ted G. Lewis,
Professor and Chairman
Address: Department of Computer Science, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey CA 93943-5118. Office phone (408) 656-2449,
fax (408) 656-2814, email: lewis@cs.nps.navy.mil.
This document was prepared by Neil Rowe. More information is contained in the annual "Research Summaries" document also
available, and via the following Web page:
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Computer Science research projects
 
Research Areas
Specifications and computer-aided software evolution.
Research Description
Formal methods and associated automated decision aids have a large potential for practical impact that has not been fully realized.
To help bring this about, we have developed a formal specification language specifically designed for large scale applications that
include parallel, distributed, and real-time systems. We are currently investigating a variety of methods and tools for partially
automating many aspects of software development.
We seek to develop fundamental theory and practical methods for combining several changes to a software system with
mathematically provable guarantees of correctness. The main goal of this research effort is to enable a higher level of computer-
aided design in development and maintenance of large software systems. Combining changes to software is a fundamental problem
in software engineering. This process is important in all phases of developing large software systems, where multiple changes must
be developed concurrently and then combined. This work has potential applications to software maintenance, view integration in
specifications, version control in design databases, and multiple inheritance in specification or programming languages.
We have investigated change merging for specifications and for software prototypes of real-time systems. We integrated a change
merging mechanism for specifications with an inheritance mechanism and investigated both applications and formal properties of the
resulting structure. We have been working on an analog of the program slicing method for the PSDL language. PSDL presents new
problems because it includes explicit real-time constraints and parallel operations. We have also designed an automated design
management and job assignment system. The main advance provided by this system is automated scheduling and job assignment for
teams of engineers in an environment where plans are uncertain, partially known, and subject to change while the work is in
progress.
Relevance to DoD/DoN
Reducing costs and improving quality of software is a major concern in DoD. Software maintenance and evolution accounts for the
lion's share of the cost.
Our work is addressing these issues via development of soundly based methods that can support partial automation, particularly in
software maintenance and evolution. Since the existing theoretical basis for this area is inadequate to support sufficient levels of
automation, we are also doing foundational work to accomplish our goals.
Recent Publications
V. Berzins, Luqi, An Introduction to the Specification Language Spec, IEEE Software, March 1990, pp. 74-84.
V. Berzins, Software Merge: Models and Methods for Combining Changes to Programs, Journal of Systems Integration, 1, no. 2,
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August 1991, pp. 121-141.
V. Berzins, Luqi, A. Yehudai, Using Transformations in Specification-Based Prototyping, IEEE Transactions on Software
Engineering, May, 1993, pp. 436-452.
D. Dampier, Luqi, V. Berzins, Automated Merging of Software Prototypes. Journal of Systems Integration, 4, 1, February 1994, pp.
33-49.
V. Berzins and D. Dampier, Software Merge: Combining Changes to Decompositions. JOSI, 6, 1-2, 1996, 135-150.






Robotics (mobile robotics, theoretical foundations), artificial intelligence (searching, learning, image understanding), and
algorithms (computational geometry).
Research Descriptions
The major objective of my research is to investigate fundamental theories in autonomous mobile robotics. Since autonomous
self-contained robots have complete freedom in motion, the topic is fundamentally interesting in robotics and AI. Furthermore,
there are tremendous opportunities for such robots to perform practical tasks in the real world. We test and evaluate our
theories on the Autonomous Indoor Mobile Robot Yamabico-11. Our research activities cover abstract mathematical models,
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intelligent algorithm finding, software development, and hardware construction.
Specific topics we have been investigating include: a smooth vehicle tracking algorithm, sonar interpretation, rigid body
motion planning, automated cartography, vehicle control by a steering function, a high-level mobile robot language MML, a
real-time hardware/software architecture for mobile robots, motion planning for an autonomous underwater vehicle, and fast
gait planning for an underwater walking robot.
Relevance to DoN/DoD
The current trend in military applications is to accomplish the required mission with a minimum loss of life. Consequently,
many government-sponsored efforts are underway for building systems for fighting fires, handling ammunition, transporting
material, conducting underwater search and inspection operations, and other dangerous tasks now performed by humans. One
example of a useful naval applications is a robot that inspects tanks, voids and other dangerous spaces on board a military ship.
Another is a robotic mine sweeping capability. Due to the worldwide proliferation of conventional weapons, most notably
mines, small coastal countries can easily control sea lanes by sowing a small number of easily obtained underwater mines.
Although mines are relatively cheap to buy and plant, they are expensive and dangerous to find and remove. Manned, wooden
hull minesweepers can only clear a small number of mines per unit time, are expensive to operate, and are a limited resource.
The Yamabico-11 project conducts basic research in the field of autonomous mobile robotics. Officer students at the Naval
Postgraduate School enhance their graduate education with their "hands on" experience of a real autonomous research robot.
Recent Publications
Kenji Suzuki, Kan Yoneda, Yutaka Kanayama, Hidetoshi Takahashi, and Tomoyoshi Takeuchi, "Experimental Study of
Versatile Motion Planning for a Six Legged Robot over Uneven Terrain." Video Proc. IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Automation, in Nagoya, Japan, May pp. 21-27, 1995.
Yutaka Kanayama, Robert McGhee, Kan Yoneda, Kenji Suzuki, Scott McMillan, Hidetoshi Takahashi, and Mineo Iwasaki,
"An International Joint Research Project on an Autonomous Underwater Walking Robot." Proc. International Symposium on
Coastal Ocean Space Utilization, in Yokohama, Japan, May 30 - June 2, pp. 181-192, 1995.
Y. Kanayama, J. Kovalchik, C. Chuang, and F. Kelbe, "Motion Planning for Autonomous Mobile Robots." Proc. Autonomous
Vehicles in Mine Countermeasures Symposium, pp. 8-74 - 8-80, in Monterey, CA, April 4-7, 1995.
Y. Kanayama and B. Hartman, ``Smooth Local Path Planning for Autonomous Vehicles.'' International Journal of Robotics
Research, to appear 1996.
The Yamabico robot
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The Aquarobot design
Unexploded ordnance robot simulation
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Research Areas
Parallel computing and object-oriented design.
Research Description
Designers of high performance computing systems are increasingly turning to parallel processor systems to achieve high speed
at relatively low cost. In such a system, processing elements are duplicated (numbering in the hundreds or thousands) and
often the memory is distributed to support parallelism.
While the hardware has been rapidly improving, the software for such machines is still archaic. There is no agreement on how
to program these machines, nor on the best way to design a parallel programming language, compiler, operating system, or
application program. Thus, the central focus of my research has been in the design and development of parallel programming
environments which support architecture-independent parallel programming.
Recently, in a joint research project between NPS and the Russian Academy of Sciences Systems Programming Institute in
Moscow, Russia, we are designing and implementing a parallel programming environment called mpC. This is a language,
translator, and scheduling system for automatically mapping a parallel program written in mpC onto an arbitrary parallel
computer. The network features of mpC permit rather general expression of the solution to a problem in terms convenient to
the programmer. But this may be non-optimal use of the parallel hardware. Therefore, scheduling tools are needed to optimize
the performance on a specific machine.
Relevance to DoD/DoN
These technologies can be applied to a number of DoD applications such as battlefield management in a digitized battlefield,
where handheld computers are connected via a wireless network, forming a massively parallel computer. Simulation and
modeling software is needed that takes advantage of parallel servers, both for graphics (3-D) and database processing.
Recent Publications
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T. Lewis, Data Parallel Computing: An Alternative for the 1990s. Computer, 24, no. 9, Sept 1991, pp. 110-111.
T. Lewis, Where is Client/Server Computing Headed? Computer, 28, no. 4, April 1995, pp. 49-55.
J. Liu, V. Saletore, and T. Lewis, Scheduling Parallel Loops with Variable Iteration Execution times on Parallel Computers.
Fifth ISMM International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Systems, Oct. 1-3, 1992, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, pp. 83-
88.
H. El-Rewini and T. Lewis, Scheduling Loops onto Arbitrary Target Machines Using Simulated Annealing. Congressus
Numerantium Journal, Jan 1991.
H. El-Rewini and T. Lewis, Parallax: A Tool for Parallel Program Scheduling. IEEE Parallel & Distributed Technology, May,
1993.
J. Zhu, T. Lewis, W. Jackson, and R. Wilson, Design and Analysis of Hard Real-Time Applications in a Uniprocessor
Environment. IEEE Software, 12, 3, May 1995.
H. El-Rewini, T. Lewis, and H. Ali, Introduction to Parallel Computing. Prentice-Hall, 1994, 440 pp.
T. Lewis, Object-Oriented Application Frameworks. Prentice-Hall, 1995, 225 pp.
M. Burnett, A. Goldberg, and T. Lewis, Visual Object-Oriented Programming. Prentice-Hall, 1995, 300 pp.
 
Research Area
Computer-aided prototyping of real-time systems.
Research Description
The goal of this research is to enable rapid prototyping of hard real-time systems via a computer-aided prototyping system
(CAPS). CAPS is based on a prototyping language with module specifications for modeling real-time systems and combining
reusable software. These tools make it possible for prototypes to be designed quickly and executed to validate the
requirements. Our research focuses on automated methods for retrieving, adapting, and combining reusable components based
on normalized module specifications; establishing feasibility of real-time constraints via scheduling algorithms; simulating
unavailable components via algebraic specifications; automatically generating translators and real-time schedules for
supporting execution; constructing a prototyping project database using derived mathematical models; providing automated
design completion and error checking facilities in a designer interface; and establishing a convenient graphical interface for
design and debugging.
Rapid prototyping is a means for stabilizing and validating the requirements for complex systems by helping customers
visualize system behavior prior to detailed implementation, e.g. for embedded control systems with hard real-time constraints.
CAPS supports an iterative prototyping process characterized by exploratory design and extensive prototype evolution. This
should enable the first production version of the software to match user needs and reduce the need for expensive modifications
after delivery. The current version of CAPS has been used to generate a software prototype of a C3I system with hard real-time
constraints. The preliminary result of such an approach has shown great promise.
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Relevance to DoD/DoN
Embedded software systems with hard real-time constraints are used for many control functions in mission-critical
applications. Development of these systems is plagued with incorrect requirements, inadequate reliability, and excessive
maintenance cost. Our work addresses all of these concerns. It provides computer aid for validating requirements to a high
level of confidence via an iterative prototype-demonstrate-adjust method that removes uncertainties about the requirements
before the massive detailed implementation effort begins. Computer aid speeds up the process, reduces costs, and enables
assessment of feasibility for interacting real-time constraints that are too complex for reliable assessment by manual methods.
Automated methods for constructing schedules guarantee that all deadlines will be met under all specified operating
conditions, eliminating transient timing faults. Prototyping and automatic code generation reduce maintenance costs by
ensuring that modified requirements are valid before they are implemented and by alleviating the brittleness of manually
constructed code with respect to real-time constraints.
Recent Publications
Luqi and D. Cooke, How to Combine Nonmonotonic Logic and Rapid Prototyping to Help Maintain Software. Intl. J. of
Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, 5, 1, March 1995, pp. 89-118.
B. Ramesh and Luqi, An Intelligent Assistant for Requirements Validation for Embedded Sytems. J. of Systems Integration, 5,
2, 1995, pp. 157-177.
Luqi, System Engineering and Computer-Aided Prototyping. J. of Systems Integration, 6, 1, 1996, 15-17.
Luqi and M. Shing, Real-Time Scheduling for a Prototyping Language. J. of Systems Integration, 6, 1, 1996, 41-72.
J. Gougen. D. Nguyen, J. Meseguer, Luqi, D. Zhang, and V. Berzins, Software Component Search. J. of Systems Integration,
6, 2, 1996, 93-134.
Luqi and J. Gougen, Formal Methods: Promises and Problems. IEEE Software, July 1996.
The Idea of the CAPS Project
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Cruise Missile Flight Control System Prototype
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Research Areas
Military robotics, vehicle dynamics, and computer graphics.
Research Description
The role of robotics in manufacturing is already well established and is an important factor in increasing industrial
productivity. In contrast, the introduction of robots into military operations has just begun. This is due in part to justifiable
concerns about removing human control from potentially lethal systems, but perhaps to a greater extent is the result of the
relatively weak capabilities of mobile robots operating in the unstructured or even hostile environments typical of military
situations. My research is concerned with adapting existing robot technology to suit military applications, and with making
theoretical and engineering advances in areas where current knowledge is inadequate for a selected application. I pursue this
goal both through the construction of prototype systems for concept demonstration, and by means of real-time graphical
dynamic simulation studies in support of such research. With the recent rapid increase in interest in networked interactive
simulations as an alternative to actual field exercises, the accurate modeling of vehicle dynamics needed for mobile robot
design studies has taken on a new and larger urgency.
At present, my research is centered around the application of unmanned submersibles to mine countermeasures. Both
swimming vehicles and walking vehicles are being considered for this purpose. In the first instance, the NPS Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is available for experimental studies. In the second, various vehicles derived from my earlier
research on terrestrial walking machines are being considered. Accurate simulation models are being used in both cases to
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permit not only concept evaluation, but also the development of real-time control software through "hardware in the loop"
simulation studies.
Relevance to DoD/DoN
With the downsizing of U.S. military forces, it is becoming increasingly important to utilize available personnel to a maximum
degree of effectiveness. One way to achieve this is to use distributed interactive graphical simulation exercises to replace
training with actual vehicles and weapon systems whenever possible. Another is to achieve force multiplication through the
use of unmanned vehicles in combat situations.
Recent Publications
Healey, A.J., McGhee, R.B., et al., Research on Autonomous Underwater Vehicles at the Naval Postgraduate School, Naval
Research Review, Vol. XLIV, No. 1, pp. 43-51, 1992.
Cooke, J.M., Zyda, M.J., Pratt, D.R., and McGhee, R.B., NPSNET: Flight Simulation Dynamic Modeling Using Quaternions,
Presence, Vol. 2, No. 4, September, 1993.
Byrnes, R.B., Nelson, M.L., McGhee, R.B., Kwak, S.H., and Healey, A.J., Rational Behavior Model: An Implemented Tri-
Level Multilingual Software Architecture for Control of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles, Proc. of 8th International
Symposium on Unmanned Untethered Submersibles, Univ. of New Hampshire, Durham, NH, pp 160-178, Sept. 27-29, 1993.
McGhee, R.B. et al, "An Experimental Study of an Integrated GPS/INS System for Shallow-Water AUV Navigation (SANS)."
Proc. of 9th International Symposium on Unmanned Untethered Submersible Technology, Univ. of New Hampshire, Durham,
NH, Sept. 25-27, 1995, pp. 153-167.
McMillan, S., Orin, D.E., and McGhee, R.B., Efficient Dynamic Simulation of an Underwater Vehicle with a Robotic
Manipulator. IEEE Trans. on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, August, 1995.
McMillan, S., Orin, D.E., and McGhee, R.B., Dynamechs: An Object Oriented Software Package for Efficient Dynamic
Simulation of URVs. Chapter 3 in Underwater Robotic Vehicles, J. Yuh, Ed., TSI Press, 1995.
Phoenix AUV testing in pool
Phoenix sonars
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Phoenix internal design
The UVW vehicle simulation
 
Research Areas
Computer graphics, specifically the development of large-scale, networked 3D virtual environments and visual simulation
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systems.
Research Description
Professor Zyda is one of the principal investigators of the NPSNET Research Group in the Department of Computer Science.
The NPSNET Research Group is a group of faculty, staff, and students that works in all areas of networked virtual
environments.
The research group is currently focused on the following virtual environment (VE) research topics: the large-scale networking
of virtual environments (environments greater than 1,000 players), VE network applications protocols, rapidly reconfigurable
VE network protocols, Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) and High-Level Architecture (HLA) protocols, the real-time
walkthrough of large-scale networked VEs, world modeling software for managing large scale networked VEs, the
instrumentation of the human body and its representation in the networked VE, hypermedia integration (how we place video,
audio, imagery and textual data in the networked VE), and geometric modeling (terrain, building and other object modeling).
The NPSNET Research Group's efforts focus on the development of the above software areas and the integration of proven
components of that work into our core software system, NPSNET. NPSNET is currently capable of simulating articulated
humans, and ground, air and sea-going vessels in the DIS networked virtual environment. NPSNET can support about 250-300
players using currently available networking and workstation technology. NPSNET is the first 3D virtual environment that is
capable of playing across the multicast backbone (MBONE) of the Internet.
Recent Publications
Macedonia, Michael R., Zyda, Michael J., Pratt, David R., Brutzman, Donald P. and Barham, Paul T., "Exploiting Reality with
Multicast Groups." IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications (revised from appearance in the VRAIS 1995 Proceedings),
September 1995, pp.38-45.
Virtual Reality: Scientific and Technological Challenges, ed. N. Durlach and A. Mavor, Committee on Virtual Reality
Research and Development, National Research Council. National Academy of Sciences Press, Washington, DC 1994. Sections
written or with major contributions: Chapters - "Executive Summary", "Overview", "Computer Hardware and for the
Generation of Virtual Environments", and "Networking and Communications".
Macedonia, Michael R., Zyda, Michael J., Pratt, David R., Barham, Paul T. and Zeswitz, Steven, "NPSNET: A Network
Software Architecture for Large Scale Virtual Environments," Presence, Vol. 3, No. 4, Fall 1994, pp.265-287.
Stone, Steve, Zyda, Michael, Brutzman, Don and Falby, John S., "Mobile Agents and Smart networks for Distributed
Simulations," in the Proceedings of the 14th DIS Workshop, 11 - 15 March 1996, Orlando, Florida.
Bible, Steven R., Brutzman, Don and Zyda. Michael, "Using Spread Spectrum Ranging Techniques for Position Tracking in a
Virtual Environment," in the Proceedings of Network Realities `95, 26-28 October 1995, Boston, Massachusetts.
Macedonia, Michael and Zyda, Michael, "A Taxonomy for Networked Virtual Environments," in the Proceedings of Network
Realities `95, 26-28 October 1995, Boston, Massachusetts.
Lentz, Fred C., Shaffer, Alan B., Pratt, David R., Falby, John S. and Zyda, Michael J., "Virtual Reality: Naval Training for the
Future," accepted as a Professional Note for the Naval Institute Proceedings.
NPSNET pictures, part 1
Click for NPSNET pictures, part 2
View of 2-port soldier station
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Research Areas
Job and resource scheduling in distributed and heterogeneous computing environments; meta-computer architecture; and
stochastic scheduling and learning using probabilistic and statistical techniques, such as estimation and filter theory.
Research Description
The hardware necessary to create a meta-computer has existed for twenty years. Likewise, heterogeneous programs--
consisting of multiple parts, each running in a predefined sequence and on potentially different machines--have been around
since the Sixties; these programs have been very latency-tolerant, meaning that the results from one part of a program often
had to be written to tape and hand carried to another computer where the next part would execute. The demands of today's
environments, particularly that of the military world, can no longer tolerate these latencies. In a crisis situation, where data
acquisition, transfer, computation, and display must happen within minutes to be of any use, traditional methods have become
outdated and, indeed, dangerous.
At a basic level, a meta-computer is a distributed and heterogeneous collection of computers networked together, all
coordinated by one or more master schedulers. Such a meta-computer can potentially, and in a matter of minutes, process a
request from a hot spot, acquire the data from satellite, compute in a secure facility in the US, and present the results to the
field commander somewhere in the Middle East. In addition, the meta-computer might be processing hundreds of such
requests simultaneously.
My research generally involves the architectural design of such a meta-computer. To this end, we have created the
Heterogeneous Processing Testbed (HPT) in the Heterogeneous Processing Laboratory (HPL). The HPL supports research in
meta-computing and heterogeneous processing by providing a fully controlled environment for testing, development and
evaluation.
In a distributed and heterogeneous environment, two of the biggest issues are where and when to schedule jobs. Though
seemingly settled for "single box" architectures, it is far from solved in a distributed environment, especially one which
combines many "boxes" of highly varying architectures. Some of the issues my research attempts to address are (1) what
optimization criteria should we use; (2) how do you schedule jobs to meet various constraints on when and where they are to
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execute, such as job A must execute in parallel with job B and before job C; (3) how do you avoid resource contention related
to the sharing of resources, such as disks, CPUs and networks, by different jobs; and (4) how do you meet the optimization
criteria.
One ingrained assumptions underlying Computer Science is determinism. Though never completely true, it has been "good
enough" in traditional architectures. As the development of distributed computer evolves, determinism is no longer a valid
assumption/simplification. Uncertainties derived from various sources, such as network traffic, shared disk use, and cache use,
make job runtimes and other time related events better represented by a probability distribution. To this end, my research
applies probabilistic and statistical techniques in scheduling and learning.
Relevance To Don/DoD
All of this work is of importance to DoN and being supported in part by NRaD in San Diego. In addition, the development of
the meta-computer is being supported by both NRaD, ARPA and other DoD agencies.
Recent Publications
Kidd, T., et. al., "Studies in the Useful Predictability of Programs in a Distributed and Homogeneous Environment," submitted
to IEEE Journal of Parallel and Distributed Systems.
Hensgen, D., et. al., "Adding Rescheduling to and Integrating Condor with SmartNet," Proceedings of the Heterogeneous
Computing Workshop, April 1995, IEEE Computer Society Press.
Sworder, D. D., J. Clapp, T. W. Kidd, "Model-Based Prediction of Decisionmaker Delays and Uncertainty." Cybernetics and
Systems, 24, No. 1, January 1993, pp. 51-68.
 
Research Areas
Telecommunications networks; formal models for communications protocols; high speed network protocols; 
automated verification and testing of communications protocols; and network security.
Research Descriptions
My research interests are in telecommunications networks and computer networks generally. Most of my work has been in the
specification, analysis and testing of communications protocols. This often leads me to suggestions for possible improvements
of existing protocols, correcting errors in them, or both. Recent work is in high speed transport protocols, multicasting protcols
for reliable communications, and wireless protocols.
I am also interested in military communications and in network security. In the past year, I have been studying and evaluating
some of the U S Army's current networks and their future plans for these networks.
Security in networks and communications is a topic I have recently become interested in. This is a topic of relevance to both
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industry and the military, as several cases of computer break-ins and espionage have occurred in recent years.
Relevance to DoN/DoD
As a former military officer, Prof Lundy is well aware of the importance of secure and reliable communications to the military.
Communications, which is essentially the movement of bits, representing information, are the nervous system with which the
brains - the commanders and their computers -- control the ``body,'' the military forces. This movements of information takes
on many forms; fax, voice (telephone), voice (radio), video data, computer data, and others.
Prof. Lundy's current study of the Army's Tactical Packet Network is an example of work directly relevant to DOD needs.
Other work directly relevant has involved study of Navy communications systems with thesis students. And of course, security
is obviously critical to military communications.
Recent Publications
Lundy, Paul, and Dismuke, "`Specification and Verification of the RMTP Protocol."' Submitted for publication, 1996.
Lundy and Tipici, "Specification and Analysis of the SNR High Speed Transport Protocol." IEEE/ACM Transactions on
Networking, October 1994.
Lundy and Basaran, "Automated Generation of Protocol Test Sequences from Formal Specifications." International
Conference on Network Protocols, October 1994.
Lundy, "Specification and Analysis of a Composition of Protocols." Information Sciences, June 1993.
Lundy and Bulbul, "Mushroom: a program for the automated verification of an SCM protocol specification." International
Conference on Network Protocols, October 1993.
 
Research Areas
(1) Caption-based access to multimedia databases; (2) intelligent tutoring systems for procedural skills; (3) path planning for
robotics.
Research Descriptions
Area (1) is addressed by our MARIE project which seeks to build an information-retrieval system for large multimedia
databases that exploits the contents of the multimedia. This requires image processing, but especially natural-language
processing since descriptive captions are often associated with valuable multimedia data and are much faster to analyze than
images. MARIE exploits a large technical lexicon and a trainable statistical parser using statistics on word senses,
syntactically-grouped word-sense pairs, parse rules, and rhetorical heuristics. MARIE's image processing uses robust natural-
image segmentation methods, together with a neural network for classifying regions; the network also exploits linguistic
reference information. MARIE also addresses system-building issues for large multimedia databases by considering the
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problem as one of efficient information filtering of desired data. We have developed mathematical criteria for optimal such
information filtering, including data-parallel implementations.
Research area (2) is addressed by our system METUTOR for helping teachers write and run tutors for tasks involving
sequences of actions. With METUTOR, tutors are considerably easier to build than with conventional frame-based tools, while
at the same time being smarter in analyzing student behavior. METUTOR tutors use planning methods of artificial intelligence
to figure out what a student is trying to do, which gives powerful inference capabilities for finding student errors, categorizing
them, and tutoring them. METUTOR permits mapping of domain concepts to graphical elements, which are then combined
into a visual display of domain state.
Research in area (3) involves construction of universal (all-situations) plans for robots moving in natural domains. These are
like potential fields but better: They give the provably best thing to do in any situation.
Relevance to DoN/DoD
Project (1) is being applied to the Photo Lab of the Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, China Lake, California. We
are using a subset of the pictures and captions archived there. We hope to provide them with an alternative to their current
slow and hard-to-use system for finding photographs in response to requests. Much of the modeling of weapons and platforms
necessary for our application will also be useful for other military applications involving captions on multimedia. Project (2)
has been applied to a number of military applications including fire-fighting on Navy ships, replenishment at sea, training for
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and most recently, intrusion detection in computer systems.
Recent Publications
N. Rowe and E. J. Guglielmo. Exploiting captions in retrieval of multimedia data. Information Processing and Management,
29, 4 (1993), 453-461.
N. Rowe, Inferring depictions in natural-language captions for efficient access to picture data. Information Processing and
Management, 30, 3 (1994), 379-388.
N. Rowe and K. Laitinen, Semiautomatic disabbreviation of technical text. Information Processing and Management, 31, 6
(1995), 851-857.
N. Rowe, Using local optimality criteria for efficient information retrieval with redundant information filters. ACM
Transactions on Information Systems, 14, 2 (April 1996).
D. Seem and N. Rowe, Shape correlation of low-frequency underwater sounds. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
95, 4 (April 1994), 2099-2103.
N. Rowe and Y. Kanayama, Near-minimum energy paths on a vertical-axis cone with anisotropic friction and gravity effects.
International Journal of Robotics Research, 13, 5 (October 1994), 408-432.
N. Rowe, Obtaining optimal mobile-robot paths with non-smooth anisotropic cost functions using qualitative-state reasoning.
International Journal of Robotics Research, to appear 1997.
Example low-resolution picture used in the MARIE project
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Picture caption: "Photovoltaic cell panels for generating power to ultimately operate a radar. Left to right: NASA employee
and Richard Fulmer with the batteries and power inverter."
Automatic linguistic analysis (with Wordnet sense numbers)
a_kind_of(v6,panel-5), quantification(v6,plural),





showing(v54,v56), showing(v54,v61), a_kind_of(v61,employee-1), owned_by(v61,v59),
a_kind_of(v59,'NASA'-0),
a_kind_of(v56,'Fulmer'-0),




Automatic initial analysis(e=equipment, t=terrain, s=sky, p=person part)
Block diagram of MARIE
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Research Areas
My interests center around a consistent view of the analysis of software. During the development of software there are a
variety of properties that must be applied and validated to the software, including correctness, safety, security, and
modifiability. While these properties are very diverse, there are a set of approaches that are shared in the validation of these
processes.
My research has identified three basic approaches to the analysis of software with respect to the above properties: similarity,
individuality and source-affinity. Tools have been constructed to apply these approaches to software:
Similarity:
Reacher - reachability condition analyzer
Falter - activation condition annotator
Spacer - propagation condition analyzer
Viewer - user interface to the similarity toolset
Individuality:
FTE - fault/event tree graphical editor
FT2PN - fault tree/Petri net converter
PN2FT - Petri net/fault tree converter
ACTT - Ada/fault tree converter
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Source-affinity:
Tparse/An - variable-initialization analyzer
AAPSLC - Ada physical source line counter
Taken together, these tools provide a flexible framework for addressing the analysis of a variety of software properties, and
they have been applied to several systems to examine correctness, safety and modifiability concerns. Work in progress
includes extending the functionality of these tools, adding additional tools to automate other analysis phases and applying
these tools to security and other software properties.
Relevance to DoD/DoN
As the Navy uses more and more software in mission-critical and life-critical systems, reliance on the correctness, safety and
security of that software will increase. As budgets shrink, increasing concern will be paid to developing and modifying
software to make it less expensive to maintain. As such, the Navy's software-analysis needs are growing rapidly. This research
is a partial answer to these analysis needs. Where relevant, joint work with other institutions, such as the Software Engineering
Institute, has been used to improve the applicability of this research to DoD-wide concerns.
Recent Publications
T.J. Shimeall and T. J. Kelly, Experience with a Software Test Scheduling Cost Model:, Proceedings of the Annual Reliability
and Maintainability Symposium, Anaheim CA, January 1994.
T.J. Shimeall, Testing Implications of Software Failure Regions, Technical Report, Computer Science Dept., Naval
Postgraduate School, 1993.
S. S. Cha, N.G. Leveson and T. J. Shimeall, Safety Verification of Ada Using Fault Tree Analysis, IEEE Computer, July 1991.
T. J. Shimeall, R. J. McGraw, J. A. Gill, Software Safety Analysis in Heterogeneous-multiprocessor Control Systems,
Proceedings of the Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, Orlando, FL, January 1991.
W.S. Reid and T.J. Shimeall, Automated Code Translation Tool for Software Fault Tree Analysis, ISSAT Second International
Conference on Reliability and Quality in Design, March 1995.
T. J. Shimeall and M. W. Winter, Analysis of Safety-Critical Control Software for a Missile Test Facility, Energy Week '96,
Houston Texas, Jan 30-Feb 1, 1996.
 
Research Areas
Software engineering, specifically the development of computer-aided prototyping tools, software architectures, and efficient
scheduling algorithms for real-time embedded systems.
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Research Description
The major objective of Professor Shing's research is to develop efficient algorithms and tools to support the computer-aided
rapid prototyping of real-time embedded systems. The process of design and development of real-time embedded systems is
often plagued with uncertainty, ambiguity and inconsistency. The timing requirements are difficult for the user to provide and
for the analysts to determine. It is also very difficult to determine whether a delivered system meets its requirements. Rapid
prototyping provides a means to alleviate the risks and difficulties in real-time embedded systems. The Computer Aided
Prototyping System (CAPS), currently being developed at the Naval Postgraduate School, provides a set of tools to help the
developers and their customers visualize the proposed system and assess its properties using rapidly constructed prototypes.
Specific topics currently being investigating include efficient heuristic scheduling algorithms for real-time systems, and
incremental attribute-evaluation and software architectures for distributed real-time embedded systems.
Relevance to DoN/DoD
Real-time embedded systems, such as missile guidance systems, space shuttle avionics, and military C3I systems, are of
significant importance to DoN and DoD. The substantial investment in these systems in DoN/DoD points out the tremendous
need for improved acquisition methods and supporting tools that can be used to test the design of a system before
implementation. CAPS enables DoD/DoN to make better decisions in designing and acquiring real-time embedded systems.
Recent Publications
Luqi and M. Shing, Real-Time Scheduling For Software Prototyping. Journal of Systems Integration, 6, No. 1-2, 1996.
M. Shing and Luqi, Functional Specification and Prototyping for a Generic C3I Workstation. Proceedings of the First
International Symposium on Command and Control Research and Technology, Washington, D.C., pp. 119-131, 1995.
D. Dampier, V. Berzins, Luqi, M. Shing, D. Dolk and C. Rasmussen, A Slicing Method for Semantic-Based Change-Merge of
Software Prototypes. Proceedings of the Computer in Engineering Symposium, Houston, Texas, Jan 29-Feb 1, 1995.
Luqi and M. Shing, Teaching Hard Real-Time Software Development via Prototyping. Proceedings of the ACM/IEEE
International Workshop on Software Engineering Education, Sorrento, Italy, pp. 199-211, 1994.
T. Gonzalez, M. Razzazi, M. Shing and S. Zheng, On Optimal Guillotine Partitions Approximating Hyperrectangular
Partitions. Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications, 4, pp. 1-11, 1994.
Luqi, M. Shing, P. Barnes and G. Hughes, Prototyping Hard Real-Time Ada Systems in a Classroom Environment.
Proceedings of the 7th Annual Ada Software Engineering Education and Training (ASEET) Symposium, Monterey, CA, 12-14
January 1993, pp. 103-117.
M.T. Shing and G.B. Parker, Genetic Algorithms for the Development of Real-Time Multi-Heuristic Search Strategies.
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Genetic Algorithms, Urbana-Champaign, Il, 17-21 July 1993, pp. 565-572.
Luqi and M. Shing, CAPS - a Tool for Real-Time System Development and Acquisition. Naval Research Reviews, Vol. XLIV,
1992, pp. 12-16.
CAPS Project pictures
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Research Areas
Database query languages, database design, and object-oriented programming.
Research Descriptions
My main current research interest is in creating a unified database front-end system that provides easy-to-use yet powerful
common language to access varying types of relational data management system (RDBMS), and shields the complexity of
underlying RDBMS.
My system called GLAD II (Graphics Language for Accessing Database) allows users to interact with different relational
DBMS by providing a common graphic language called DFQL (Data Flow Query Language) that is based on a data flow
diagram. The system automatically translates a user specified DFQL query into the equivalent query statements recognized by
the connected backend DBMS. At present, the prototype connects to Oracle and translates the DFQL queries into the Oracle's
SQL statements.
My work is different from other similar-looking work and commercial products in that theirs only support a SQL connectivity,
i. e. theirs do not shield users from the complexity of SQL. In contrast, DFQL provides a more logical, higher-level, and
consistent query language. Users of DFQL do not have to bother with the poorly designed language features in SQL. In other
words, theirs do not eliminate the semantics problem associated with data retrieval.
DFQL is a graphic query language based on relational algebra. It has been designed with sufficient expressive power and
functionality to allow the user to easily express database queries. DFQL is relationally complete and includes an
implementation of aggregate functions. An object-oriented implementation allows programmers to easily create their own
DFQL operators from the primitive and other existing user-defined operations. This extensibility of query language is unique:
No other query language allows such extensibility. The overall intention is to provide the user with a simple-to-use, yet
powerful and extensible tool to implement database queries. A human-factors analysis comparing DFQL and SQL showed
DFQL was statistically better than SQL.
Relevance To DoD/DoN
In the U.S. Navy environment, diverse types of databases exist. These databases are implemented with many different types of
database management systems. Some of them are in the older hierarchical and network DBMS. Newer ones are being
implemented in the relational DBMS, commonly Sybase or Oracle. Fully exploiting the information kept in these diverse
databases is the key to the effective and efficient management of a downsized Navy. Although new databases are implemented
with the relational DBMS, we are far, far away from the effective use of information. One major technical reason is that there
is no single tool for the users to access those databases. To access databases, one must learn idiosyncrasies of individual
database management systems. This situation of underutilized information motivated my research of creating a unified front-
end system GLAD II.
Recent Publications
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C. T. Wu and T. A. Norman, Introduction to Programming: Object-Oriented Approach with C++. Manning Publishing
division of Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1996.
C. T. Wu and G. J. Clark, DFQL: Dataflow Query Language for Relational Databases. Information & Management, 27 (1994),
1 - 15.
C. T. Wu, A Unified Query Language for Integrating CAE Databases. In Proceedings of International Conference on Data and
Knowledge Systems for Manufacturing and Engineering, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, May 2 - 4, 1994, 624 - 629.
C. T. Wu, Protocol vs. multiple inheritance. J. of Object-Oriented Programming, 5, No 4, July/August 1992, 72-75.
C. T. Wu, Development of a Visual Database Interface: An Object-Oriented Approach. Chapter 4 in Applications of Object-
Oriented Programming, L. Pinson and R. Wiener (eds.), Addison-Wesley, 1991, 101-138.
 
Research Areas
Computer security, high assurance trusted systems and applications, evaluation criteria, and security policies.
Research Description
As the value of the assets stored in computer systems increases, attacks by highly motivated, technically capable opponents
using malicious software and subversive techniques become more likely. A scientific foundation exists which may be
employed to build secure computer systems and certified software to protect sensitive information. Several areas of research
are being pursued.
The widespread use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) platforms enforcing security policies with a high level of assurance
has been hampered by a lack of compatibility with existing COTS and government-off-the-shelf applications software. Trusted
file system research is intended to permit the use of both high assurance security policy-enforcing platforms and the massive
body of application software currently available. Our government-industry team plans to build a prototype system providing
high assurance controlled sharing of information while allowing users to continue to run their favorite COTS workstation
applications. An extension to the initial effort would be the development of a high assurance messaging capability permitting
the selection of cryptographic keys and methods based on information security levels.
Without careful analysis, execution of application software can sometimes result in the corruption or exfiltration of sensitive
information. We are developing a type system in which it is possible to prove that code is secure. The objective of this research
is to construct a tool to detect places where either legacy or new software is leaking information. Standard type inference
techniques will be used in the implementation so that, within a typical software development tool such as an editor, users will
be informed automatically regarding the security properties of their programs. It is anticipated that the system will be
applicable to DoD systems processing classified information as well as in the context of Web agent software where privileges
are required for execution at client machines.
Last, the use of covert techniques to export sensitive information from trusted systems is being explored. This research will
include the analysis of encoding techniques for exploitative purposes as well as empirical studies of the efficacy of these
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covert techniques
Relevance to DoN/DoD:
Information systems will be part of the battlespace for military actions of the future. Timely access to shared information is of
vital importance in today`s DoD. Rapid changes in technology have resulted in the distribution and connectivity of systems
and an accompanying increased vulnerability to attack.
Research on secure software, architectures and systems as well as analysis of the limitations of these systems advance DoD
information security objectives. The development of multilevel file systems on high assurance platforms which are accessible
by users on PC-based workstations will be an important step toward protecting sensitive and classified information.
Recent Publications
Irvine, C.E., A Multilevel File System for High Assurance, in Proceedings IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy,
Oakland, CA, pp 78-87, May 1995.
Irvine, C.E., and Volpano, D., A Practical Tool for Developing Trusted Applications, in Proceedings of the 11th Computer
Security Applications Conference, New Orleans, LA, pp. 190-195, December 1995.
Schell, R.R. and Irvine, C.E., Future Roles for Balanced Assurance in Trusted Database Management Systems, Proc. 5th
RADC Database Security Workshop, Oct. 1992.
Irvine, C.E., Schell, R.R. and Thompson, M.F., Using TNI Concepts for Near-Term Use of High Assurance Database
Management Systems, Proc. 4th RADC Database Security Workshop, April 1991.
Irvine, C.E., Acheson, T.B. and Thompson, M.F., Building Trust into a Multilevel File System, Proc. 13th National Computer
Security Conference, pp 450-459, Oct. 1990.
 
Research Areas
Real-time three-dimensional (3D) computer graphics, distributed interactive simulation (DIS), entity control and behavior,
combat modeling, and terrain databases.
Research Description
Real-time (3D) computer graphics workstations have progressed to a point where they can be used for Out The Window
(OTW) visual simulation systems. The key to the development of these systems is the underlying software. As with most
leading edge technologies, the construction of the required software is a black art. As such, the focus of the research has been
the development, documentation, and distribution of workstation based OTW visual display systems. A major component of
this research is the distribution of the simulation across the network. This allows multiple users to interact with each other in a
virtual environment. This is one of the key premises of DIS, inserting humans into the virtual environment where they can
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"free-play" different scenarios. While this sounds simple, the problems of networks, human/computer interfaces, and data
management are significant research topics. While the humans in the virtual environment comprise an integral component of
the system, there are not enough manned simulators to sufficiently populate the world. To provide the additional entities, we
are conducting research in the use of traditional constructive combat models and autonomous agents to populate the world. By
providing an interface to the traditional models, we can leverage off the work that has been done before in combat modeling.
This, combined with the research on autonomous agents, provides a mechanism to provide friendly and opposing forces to
complement the manned simulators. One of the key components of a military virtual environment is the geometric description
of the terrain database. To address the importance of the terrain database, we have active research projects in the areas of
terrain modifications, culling, and polygon reduction. In addition to research projects, NPS is quickly becoming one of the
leading organizations within DoD for the understanding and conversion of terrain database formats.
Relevance to DoD/DoN
As the defense budget continues to shrink, there will be an increasing reliance on the use of Networked Simulation to train,
test, and develop all facets of military training, doctrine, and equipment. The work being done at the Naval Postgraduate
School places it at the technological forefront in use of Commercial Off The Self (COTS) workstations as visualization
platforms in a DIS environment. Officially, our work has been distributed to over seventy DoD, contractor, academic, and
industry organizations to aid in the development of their systems. Unofficially, there are over one hundred users of our
systems. This results in significant cost savings and reduced development times.
Recent Publications
Pratt, David R., Walter, Jon C., Warren, Patrick T. and Zyda, Michael J. NPSNET: JANUS-3D - Providing Three-Dimensional
Displays for a Two Dimensional Combat Model, Proc. 1993 AI, Simulation, and Planning in High Autonomy Systems
Conference, September, 1993.
D. Pratt et al, Insertion of an Articulated Human into a Networked Virtual Environment, Proc. 1994 AI, Simulation, and
Planning Conference, December 1994.
M. Zyda, D. Pratt, J. Falby, C. Lombardo, and K. Kelleher, The Software Required for the Computer Generation of Virtual
Environments. Presence, 2, 2, Spring 1993.
M. Zyda, D. Pratt, J. Falby, P. Barham, and K. Kelleher, NPSNET and the Naval Postgraduate School Graphics and Video
Laboratory. Presence, 2, 3, Summer 1994, pp. 244-258.
D. Pratt, P. Barham, J. Falby, and J. Locke, NPSNET: Four User Interface Paradigms for Entity Control in a Virtual World.
Journal of Intelligent Systems, 5, 2-4, 1995.
D. Pratt, H. Mohn, and R. McGhee, Implementation of a Tactical Order Generator for Computer Generated Forces. Proc. Fifth
Conf. on Computer Generated Forces and Behavior Representation, Orlando, FL, May 1995.
NPSNET pictures, part 2
Click for NPSNET pictures, part 1
Medic simulation
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Searcher team
Submarine and helicopter
Scene with simulated wounded
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Research Areas
Static analysis of software, the computational complexity of such analyses, advanced type systems, and secure programming.
Research Description
As attempts are made to automate the software development process through rapid prototyping and other means, there is an
increasing need for new forms of automated analyses of specifications and code. These analyses can provide useful
information about functionality and behavior that can aid in the software design process. The goal of the Advanced Type
Systems Project at NPS is to develop new forms of static analyses within the well-understood context of type systems. Its
current members include Geoffrey Smith at Florida International University and Professor Irvine at NPS. Consult the URL
http://www.cs.nps.navy.mil/research/languages/ for more information and copies of published papers.
Currently there are two major research thrusts in the project. One involves developing the type-theoretic foundation for sound
polymorphic typing in the popular imperative programming languages C. A sound type system for a polymorphic dialect of
K&R C has been developed. It is very well known that getting soundness in the context of polymorphism and pointers, or
references, is difficult. The system was proved sound with respect to a natural semantics for core C. The type system of
Edinburgh LCF ML was also proved sound. Although widely conjectured to be sound, its soundness actually remained an
open problem for almost 20 years. This part of the project is currently being supported by the NSF.
The second major thrust of the project is the development of a secure information flow type system. Based on the work above,
we have developed a type system for statically checking programs in a basic imperative programming language for illegal
information flow. This is useful in the context of Web programming where perhaps a downloaded script attempts to make
some sensitive information about the user, say a mail folder, publicly available by mailing it to everyone. Such unauthorized
disclosures would be prevented if the script were type checked in our system prior to execution.
Relevance to DoN/DoD
New programming methodologies and support for software development is extremely important to DoN and DoD. The rising
cost of developing and maintaining software for military applications has made new software development technology
imperative. The Advanced Research Projects Agency has developed a research agenda with several major thrusts, two of
which are rapid prototyping and megaprogramming. Critical to the success of both areas are more flexible type systems which
the Advanced Type Systems Project addresses directly.
Recent Publications
Smith, G. and Volpano, D., Polymorphic Typing of Variables and References. To appear in ACM Trans on Programming
Languages and Systems, 1996.
Volpano, D. and Smith, G., On the Systematic Design of Web Languages. To appear in ACM Computing Surveys, special issue
on Models of Programming Languages and Computation, 1996.
Smith, G. and Volpano, D., Towards an ML-style Polymorphic Type System for C, to appear in the Proc. of the 1996 European
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Symposium on Programming, April 1996.
Volpano, D., Lower Bounds on Type Checking Overloading. Information Processing Letters, 57, No. 1, pp. 9-14, Jan 1996.
Volpano, D. and Smith, G., A Type Soundness Proof for Variables in LCF ML. Information Processing Letters, 56, No. 3, pp.
141-146, Nov. 1995.
Volpano, D. Type Checking Coherent Overloading. Software Concepts and Tools, 16, pp. 81-85, 1995.
Irvine, C. and Volpano, D. A Practical Tool for Developing Trusted Applications. Proc. 11th Computer Security Applications
Conference, pp. 190-195, Dec. 1995.
 
Research Areas
Parallel processing, scientific visualization, battlefield simulation, and environmental effects.
Research Description
Research for the development of highly realistic tactical battlefield simulation systems is organized around three main areas.
These are:
* Development of algorithms for visualizing realistic battlefield effects including 1 meter or better terrain backgrounds, photo
realistic targets, and environmental effects and battlefield obscurants.
* Development of database generation and update systems designed to reduce instrumentation, photographic, and video data to
object-descriptor data bases.
* Development of high speed low cost parallel-processor technologies in order to execute the algorithms and systems resulting
from the two previous research areas.
Relevance to DoN/DoD:
Highly realistic tactical battlefield simulation is of great interest to DOD for command and control of operational weapons test,
after action review, weapons substitution, mission rehearsal, and target detection and identification. The research addressed the
realistic capturing of the battlefield environment as seen by instrumentation and weapon seekers.
Current use of systems developed by Dr. Baer is in support of live virtual exercises in force on force testing conducted at Ft.
Hunter Liggett, Ca. Simulated imagery is designed to stimulate battle participants sensors and instruments to replicate actual
situations at the time and place of occurrence. This provides a weapons substitution capability and allows notional weapons
and tactics to be substituted into live exercises.
The development of realistic data capture, rapid database creation, and video realistic playback systems will provide future
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commanders with situational awareness, command and control, and tactical mission planing capabilities. It will also provide a
means for early weapons design simulation, effectiveness analysis, low resolution simulator accuracy evaluation.
Recent Publications
W. Baer, "Global Terrain Database Design for Realistic Imaging Sensor Simulation". 13th DIS Workshop on Standards for the
Interoperability of Distributed Simulations, vol. I, Sep 18-22 1995, Orlando, FL., p. 19.
W. Baer, "Parallel Processing Visualization of Environmental Effects on High Resolution Terrain". ITEA Modeling and




There are currently seven laboratories:
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* Computer Science Academic Laboratory
* Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Laboratory
* Computer Systems and Security Laboratory
* Computer Graphics and Video Laboratory
* Microcomputer Systems Laboratory
* Software Engineering Laboratory
* Visual Database and Interface Laboratory
These laboratories are configured in a complex network system with remote file system access and resource sharing facilities.
A backbone network also provides a gateway to the Internet.
Computer Science Academic Laboratory
The laboratory provides a general purpose, time-sharing environment for a variety of programming languages and software
tools. Approximately half of the client workstations are located within the laboratory for student access while the remaining
client workstations are distributed to individual faculty and staff offices.
Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Laboratory
The Artificial Intelligence Laboratory consists of Unix-based, general purpose workstations outfitted with LISP, Prolog and
various knowledge-based software tools. An IRIS workstation is the base system for the Autonomous Mobile Robot
"Yamabico-11" with an image-grabbing capability color TV camera. This laboratory also supports the research of planning,
navigation, dynamics and control of Autonomous Underwater Vehicle sponsored by NAVSEA.
Computer Systems and Security Laboratory
The Computer Systems and Security Laboratory has three distinct sub-laboratories: the Database Systems Lab, the Multimedia
DBMS lab and Security lab. The Database System Lab has a focus on multi-backend database machines. The multimedia
DBMS lab has a focus on utilizing low-cost workstations and PC technology for the intelligent storage and retrieval of
multimedia data. The Computer Security Lab has a focus on trusted systems in a distributed computing environment.
Computer Graphics and Video Laboratory
The Graphics and Video Laboratory consists of several Silicon Graphics, Inc. IRIS workstations used to provide instructional
support for the Computer Graphics & Visual Simulation track of the Department of Computer Science and to provide research
support for efforts in virtual-world and visual-simulation system construction. The laboratory is equipped with a variety of
video and multimedia support hardware. Research efforts of the laboratory currently revolve around the NPSNET system, a
low-cost, workstation-based, 3D visual simulator that utilizes SIMNET databases and networking formats.
Microcomputer Systems Laboratory
The Microcomputer Laboratory is use for instruction in beginning programming with the Department of Defense's standard
computer language Ada. The PCs are also used for research and instruction in microprocessor programming, microprocessor
architectures, networking and distributed systems. The PCs are networked together to provide access to shared resources such
as printers. The laboratory also supports ongoing research on transputer applications to real-time embedded military systems.
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Software Engineering Laboratory
The purpose of this laboratory is to provide a state-of-the-art educational environment for graphics-based, software
development automation. Current work in the laboratory is on rapid prototyping, specification languages and computer-aided
software system design, software verification and testing, software safety and computer-aided instruction.
Visual Database and Interface Laboratory
The Visual Database and Interface Laboratory is used for research and instruction in human-computer interfaces for data
retrieval systems. The main project in the laboratory visual query language for databases project sponsored by the Naval
Weapons Station, Concord.
Generated with CERN WebMaker
